Daufuskie Island has always been to me one of those mystery places that
one reads and hears about but seldom visits, or even gets the real lowdown on.
We wanted to give our readers a look at this fascinating place, but since it would
be a hard job to take everyone down there we did the next best thing-got Robert
Mills to take the trip and then show us what he saw. Bob and Gary Dickey, who
wrote the article, spent several days on Daufuskie and both came away with
enough inspiration to last until the cows come home. As you know, there is no
bridge to the island and, until electricity and television came a few years ago,
the people there were effectively isolated except for the comings and goings of
a few visitors. In recent years the island has changed a heck of a lot; the oyster industry that supported many families disappeared due to the heavy pollution from both Savannah and the river that bears the same name. There is more
and more talk of development these days, and Gary says the beach is littered
with the same beer cans and junk that boaters everywhere seem to leave behind. I think you'll find both the art and the article interesting, done through the
eyes of native South Carolinians.
There is an article in this issue on The Nature Conservancy, a powerful national conservation group that has joined forces with the state in an effort to save
some of our most valuable natural areas. The Conservancy, working through the
Heritage Trust Program tha t the governor announced last month, will assist in
saving swamps, islands, and other important areas from destruction , thus giving
our children the same hunting, fishing and other outdoor recreation opportunities
that we had. The South Carolina program is the most comprehensive and ambitious state program ever undertaken for saving our precious heritage.
You may think the story on Riverbanks Park a little out of p lace in our
magazine, but it is in fact a wildlife exhibition, and in my humble estimation
the most important educational and cultural facility built in our state in many a
year. In this zoo the animals aren't in prison, as they seem to be in other zoos,
thus they act and react in a normal fashion. During construction and initial
planning, the facility wasn't without criticism, primarily because of the high price
tag, but I believe most of that will disappear on opening day when visitors see
the results of the hard work and dedication of John Mehrtens and his staff.
Our John Davis did the article on bass, interviewing the best fishermen he
knew of to get some worthwhile tips. Bob Campbell wrote about Will Alston, a
prime example of Carolina lowcountry life, and Pat Robertson tries to get everyone interested in going down to the coas t for some great fishing.
You have been seeing the photography of Ted Borg, our chief photographer,
on these pages for the past three years or so, and Ted does another great job this
trip. Back in the old days Ted looked up many a time from getting his camera
and lens set to find his quarry long gone, but now after many a shutter click, he
says it's all a matter of style.
The bluebirds on the inside back cover were done by Chicagoan Richard
Sloan, and I'll have to say, it's the best b luebird painting I've ever seen. We
all have an affinity for bluebirds anyhow.

Richard Sloan
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The Indians ~
~kielSland
More oxcarts
than automobiles
travel the sandy roads of
Daufuskie Island, a special place
remote from the disturbances
of progress.
There is a mild northeaster blowing as Robert Mills and
I head south on our first trip from Alljoy Landing near Bluffton.
The wind almost always grows stiff in the late fall as though
nature is issuing a warning of approaching winter.
Our destination: a mere dot on the chart which claims
the distinction ofbeing the last island of the Beaufort archipelago,
a chain of barrier islands lacing the coast of South Carolina
from Beaufort to Savannah.
The Indians called it Daufuskie, loosely translated as "the
place of blood. " But time and the tides have long since washed
the blood from its beaches and almost erased the memory of an
era when the red man roamed its shores.
Measured steps of progress are visible in the form of
power lines and poles stalking their course across the vast salt
marshes which serve as nature's incubator for sea life.
Nature yields reluctantly to this modem invasion and the
very essence of the island seems to issue forth with the statement that it will not give up easily to the intrusion of man and
his machines.
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•Called It Daufuskie

illustrated by Robert Mills
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The early morning calm of Daufuskie Island characterizes
its seeming reluctance to yield to the invasion of progress
and development.
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At least 60 feet above the water, an osprey - known locally
as a seahawk- Ieaves its nest perched high atop one of the
power poles. As our boat reaches open water and the island
comes into full view, it is apparent that the poles are favorite
nesting places for the osprey, with the huge nests built upon
every pole.
Marsh hens in abundance dart here and there, catching
our eyes as we clear the marshes and point our boat toward
Daufuskie's public landing, the only bit of land on the island
that is not privately owned.
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Allison Fickling

AllisonFickling, a longtime wildlife officer and lowcountry
resident, expertly maneuvers the boat toward the landing. "That
island is a world to itself," he notes as we prepare to disembark.
"Many have heard of it, but very few have ever set foot there,"
he adds.
And indeed, for a couple of island hopping novices like
Robert and I, it is the beginning of a visit we will not soon forget.
As the boat pulls away and we shout farewell to Allison,
we are left to make our own acquaintance with the island and
its people.
Imagine a sandy road, strewn with oyster shells, leading
almost at once from the small clearing at the water's edge into
an ancient forest cooled by waving palmetto fronds, giant oaks
and cypress. Glancing around the public landing, the visitor
may discover the few small weatherbeaten wooden lockers
where residents of the island keep their fishing gear when it is
not in use. It is too windy today for fishing and the landing is
deserted.
When a resident of the island looks up and down the
coast from the public landing, he can see almost all of the place
he calls home and the sight alone is enough to endear it to him.
Although accessible only by boat, the island has become
the object of increasing popularity in recent years. Fun-seekers
21

from nearby Savannah, Hilton Head and Beaufort have picnicked along its beaches, often leaving more reminders of their
visits than they take away. Politicians and educators have come
and gone with dutiful frequency in their attempts to lift the
island from poverty and ignorance; and investors surveying the
opportunity for development have also paid their visits.
As we make our way inland, there is an indescribable
feeling of loneliness mixed with calm that descends on us. Calm
is the word that comes to mind when I think of Daufuskie, but
of course we never knew the island during its days of turmoil.
For instance, during the Yemassee Indian War of 1715, the
island was a favorite hiding place for the Indians who raided
the nearby settlements at Hilton Head and Port Royal. In retaliation for one of these raids, the story goes, the settlers managed
to surprise the Indians on the southern tip of the island. In the
ensuing battle, the settlers positioned themselves between the
Indians and their canoes so that there was no escape. The outcome left all of the Indians killed except one who, according to
legend, managed to swim away to nearby Tybee Island. Even
today, the southern tip of the island is known as Bloody Point
after the battle fought there.
During the American Revolution, settlers on Daufuskie
remained loyal to the Crown, while their neighbors on Hilton
Head rebelled, providing the occasion for many small skirmishes
between them.
A map prepared for the use of Union officers during the
Civil War shows the island designated by the name Mongin.
From the scanty historical accounts available, it appears that
Daufuskie was granted by King George II to Captain John
Mongin in 1740 as a reward for his exploits against Spanish
pirates.
After establishing a plantation there, Mongin employed
a tutor named Stoddard to educate his daughters. Stoddard
later married one of them and built his own plantation, which
he named Melrose, on the northern end of the island.
Ouring the Civil War, fire swept through the Melrose
mansion, destroying all but the granite foundation pillars which
can be seen now on the nearby beach only at the lowest tide.
Melrose was reconstructed after the war on a site not far
from the first mansion. It occupied a commanding view of
Calibogue Sound and sported a small ornate gazebo which was
visible to passing boats. Old-timers on the island recall that the
gazebo was used as a reference point by shrimpers to tell the
boundary line for legal shrimping waters.
Like its predecessor, the second Melrose plantation house
was destroyed by fire in 1912 and only the brick foundation,
chimneys and a few of the large hand-hewn timbers remain as
evidence of a bygone era.
Melrose was only one of several large plantations shown
on the first survey plat drawn in 1785, when the island was
owned by the Martinangele family which had immigrated there
from Italy.
The other plantations included the Haig's Point Plantation
on the northern end of the island, Diller's Place and Bloody
Point Plantation on the southern end.
Today, Daufuskie measures some nine miles long and
five miles wide at its furthest points, bounded on the east by
Calibogue Sound and on the west by the Intercoastal Waterway.
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The remains of gian t oaks, pines and palmettoes unable to withstand the
onslaught of wind and sea are scattered along Daufuskie's beach.
The white tabb y walls of former slave quarters, made of a mixture of
crus hed oyster shells and sand, have stood for over 200 years.

Its major landmarks are Bloody Point on the south and Haig's
Point on the north which is dominated by the old Haig's Point
Lighthouse with a history dating back to the early 1870s.
Robert and I were glad that we had made arrangements
to stay with one of the several weekend residents who retreat to
Daufuskie in their leisure time to escape the rush of life in the
city. William Boyd, an insurance executive from Savannah who
fell in love with the island and made it his weekend home, was
our host who explained that solitude and peace of mind were
top priorities in his scheme of life.
"I used to wonder sometimes what would happen when
my children and grandchildren grew up and there was no place
left for them to go and find solitude. Now I think this will be
their Shangri-La," he said, as he walked hand in hand with his
two-year-old granddaughter, Hope, who steered him toward
their weekend retreat.
Boyd, a sportsman with a number of record billfish catches
to his credit, was attracted to the island through his love for
fishing. He pointed out that the waters around Daufuskie afford some of the best sea bass fishing to be found. His love for
the sport is not confined to salt water either, for he has constructed
a small fresh water pond at his retreat to stock with bream and
bass.
We spent the evening examining the many arrowheads
and other Indian artifacts Bill had gathered around Bloody
Point while combing the beach.

Among the collection were numerous bits of white clay
pipes which historians tell us were commonplace among the
early settlers, and were readily available in most of the plantation houses and public meeting places. Rarely does one find a
pipe that is still intact because of the way in which they were
used.
The men would select a pipe for smoking and afterwards
break off the end of it so that the next user would have a clean
stem. This would continue until the stem was too short to be
used and the bowl would then be discarded.
Our first night on the island proved to be an unforgettable experience. High winds in the afternoon had disrupted
the power lines leading to the island and we were given a taste
of what life must have been like before electricity made its
debut in the early 1950s. Even today electricity has not made
many changes in the island way of life.
Huddled together around a kerosene lantern, Robert and
I exchanged tales with Bill Boyd and his family, listening to the
rising wind until our weariness was rewarded with sleep.
Morning on Daufuskie comes early. It is a special, exciting
time when everything old is somehow made new. The damp
woods' odor rises from the swamp in harmony with the rising
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sun, which by this time has dried the sandy roads and brought
forth a cloudy haze in the dark, cool cypress bogs.
It is the time and place that artists long for, and even
those of us who couldn't paint our own toenails with a floor
mop are moved to that creative urge which the artist feels.
Robert Mills, long considered one of South Carolina's
leading artists, with paintings being shown in galleries from
coast to coast, has experienced this feeling and is anxious to be
moving, exploring and uncovering the mysteries of this place
called Daufuskie.
Traveling north toward Haig's Point, we are both struck
by the numerous abandoned, weatherbeaten houses which
stand like ghosts from the past, reminders of the island's more
prosperous days. At the peak of its prosperity during the early
1900s, the population of Daufuskie numbered more than 700.
At that time, farming, logging and the oyster industry provided
a living for the islanders.
The gathering of timber grew into such a large business
that a logging railroad was constructed in 1914 which ran the
length of the island.
Perhaps the most famous island enterprise, however, was
the Daufuskie oysters, which were harvested and packaged in a
factory on the island. Oysters were the island's gold mine and
business was booming until the mine was flooded with pollution
from industries along the Savannah River.
With the closing of the oyster factory, the boom days of
the island came to a close and the islanders were forced to leave
in large numbers to seek their livelihood on the mainland.
Population estimates in recent years have fluctuated between 100 and 200 persons, most of whom are dependent
upon welfare, social security and retirement pensions. The average income is a little more than $1,000 per year.
The exodus from the island reduced the population by
about 80 percent and most of those who remained were either
too young or too old to leave.
But there were some who would stay despite economic
difficulties and weather every storm because Daufuskie was
their home and for them there was no other place to go.
One such man is A. Lancey Burn. Born during a hurricane, Bum shares the same birthdate with Julius Caesar and
Jesse James, and he has lived on Daufuskie virtually all of his
life. His father moved to the island in 1913 as assistant lighthouse keeper, and the island way of life was his world until he
was buried there at the age of 90.
Lance and his wife Billie operate the Post Office and provide school bus service for the children attending the island
school. As Lance tells it, about the only thing one can readily
purchase on the island is a postage stamp, and they have received
hundreds of requests from stamp collectors in all parts of the
United States for the island postmark which Billie still stamps
on each letter by hand.
Showing us around his island home, Lance pointed out
that deer are still plentiful and that he must put up flags around
his garden to keep them out.
"Living on Daufuskie has been sort of an experiment in
survival for us," he explained. "We grow a great deal of our own
food, we have bees for honey, and the ocean provides us with
shrimp, oysters and other seafood."

Numerous abandoned, weatherbeaten houses stand on
Daufuskie like ghosts from the past, reminders of the island's
more prosperous days.
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As is the case with many of the islanders, Lance is an avid
collector of artifacts and island curios, with a massive display of
Indian arrowheads and pottery. Among his collection is a ninefoot-long dugout canoe which he unearthed near his home.
Lance noted that living on the island carries with it certain hazards which mainlanders rarely have to contend with.
Alligators still abound in sizable numbers in the swampy lowlands and among Lance's collection is a rattlesnake skin measuring almost six feet long.
It's not an easy life by any means, but not even a hurricane could make them leave. Lance recalls with pride the time
they opened their home to members of a yachting party who
were caught in the inland waterway during a hurricane.
With an almost affectionate tone of voice he recalled, ''It
was old sister Gracie. Man, that old gal sure raised some sand."
The winds were blowing at more than 100 miles per hour when
the 65-foot yacht anchored in the waterway near the Bum's
landing.
"I remember that the whole house was shaking under the
strain before we got the people off the yacht, and then the
captain wanted to go back to the boat. We watched as he tried
to make it back, but as he was trying to climb on board, he almost fell into the water and I had to go out and help him get on
the boat. The other members of the party stayed the night at
our house."
The sheriff from Beaufort had come over earlier to try
and take the people off the island, but most of them refused to
leave. "Where would we go?" they would ask, then slowly shake
their heads turning down the offer, preferring to remain with
their homes and possessions.
The day following the storm, the yachting party prepared
to continue its voyage. "As I shook hands with the captain and
he told me goodbye, I felt him put something in my hand. At
the time, I simply put it in my pocket, but later when I looked
at it, I found it was $50.00. He was a good snowbird," Lance
related.
But the islanders' feelings for the majority of snowbirdsthe large white yachts, so called because of their southward
flight down the waterway to Miami and beyond when the snows
begin to fall in the North-is something less than cordial. They
appear to be a seasonal irritation to the islanders because of
the wakes which damage the docks and add to the severe erosion problem.
"Most of them don't have the courtesy to reduce their
power when they pass by," Lance explained, "and the result is
a tremendous erosion problem along this side of the island."
He pointed out that approximately 100 feet of land had
been washed away from the front of his home by the wakes of
the boats. "There wont be enough dredges in the United States
to keep the waterway clear if they don t slow them down soon,"
he added.
Bidding farewell to Lance and Billie, we continued our
exploration of the island with a visit to what the islanders call
"the Club." Here the people come to meet the "Waving Girl,"
a double-decked boat which makes periodic visits to Daufuskie
loaded with visitors from nearby Savannah.
Music from the jukebox on "Waving Girl" heralds her
approach and is a signal to the residents to gather on the dock
26

DaufL!skie oysters, harvested and packaged locall y, brought
a booming business to the island until the beds were flooded
with pollL!tion from industries along the Savannah River.
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Children attend the two-room
Daufuskie schoo lhouse until
they reach high school, when
they must go to the mainland
to continue their educations.
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Ox-drawn wagons and even oxen
being ridden are common sights
on DaLtfuskie, where fuel for
transportation and heating must
be brought from the mainland.

near the Club. With oysters and crabs when in season, and
handmade island crafts for sale, the islanders make a meager
profit from the mainland visitors.
It was probably this custom which led to a recommendation by an Office of Economic Opportunity task force that the
island be developed into a West Indies type of retreat where
the visitor could dine on native seafood and shop for crafts.
On the occasion of our visit to the Club, we were surprised to find an ox-drawn cart parked nearby. While a few of
the residents have some semblance of automobile transportation, most of them still walk everywhere they go, sharing the
dusty roads with their gentle cattle and oxen. But the sight of
ox-drawn wagons and even oxen being ridden is not uncommon,
and seems to be more in keeping with the pace of life on
Daufuskie.
One reason for the scarcity of autos is the lack of gasoline
which, along with fuel oil for heating, must be delivered by
boat from the mainland.
Continuing on our way toward the northern tip of the
island, we decided to pay a visit to two of the oldest residents,
Hinson White and his petite but fiery wife, who serve as caretakers for the Haig's Point Plantation.
"I tell everybody here that the meanest people in the
world come out of Hell Hole Swamp," Mrs. White stated matterof-factly, as she scrubbed a couple of feed sacks and hung them
in the sun to dry. "And I came right out of the damn middle of it."
We were interested in learning about the old cemetery on
the island where many of the early settlers are buried.
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"I guess I am the self-appointed caretaker for the cemetery," she said. "You should have seen it when I first went down
to clean it up. The vines and roots had just about taken over.
Some of the vines had grown up and carried tombstones right
into the trees."
Among the graves are those of Mary and Isaac Martinangele
who were buried in the early 1790s. The inscriptions on many
of the stones indicate that the deceased were natives of England.
The most interesting aspect of the cemetery by far, however, is the brick-enclosed crypt housing two metal burial vaults
cast in the shape of a man and a woman. No one on the island
today seems to know the origin of these and the inscription on
the tomb has long been worn away or lost.
Strangely enough, despite the fact that there are no doctors on the island and medical help is obtainable only by boat
or helicopter, many of the residents have lived well into their
90s. One of those buried there lived to be 98, another 97 and a
third died at the age of 90.
Curious about the secret of longevity, we posed this question to Mrs. Sarah Grant, who for many years served as the
community midwife.
Her accent was thick with the traditional Gullah dialectbelieved to be a mixture of African tribal languages and English
- spoken only along the coast of South Carolina and Georgia.
"Well, sir, we just kind of takes it easy," she replied.
At the age of 85, she can count more of the children she
helped bring into the world who have since left the island than
remain there today.
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While we were talking with Mrs. VVhite and speculating
about the origin of the strange tomb in the cemetery, Hinson
VVhite arrived in his trusty 1937 Chevrolet, which he still uses
daily to get around the island.
VVhite pointed out that things on the island had changed
greatly in recent years. With industry moving into Savannah
and other nearby areas, the once thriving oyster beds were now
polluted and as he tells it, "There's been a change in the air, too.
"We used to feed our cattle with the Spanish moss on the
trees around here, but now it's all turning black and dying,"
he said. "It's hard to find green moss anymore . . . 1 think it's
something in the air from all those factories." He added with a
note of sadness, "I wonder what all those big shots will do when
they have nothing left to eat but those greenbacks."
After securing permission from the VVhites to visit the
Haig's Point Lighthouse, we made our way to the northernmost
tip of the island. Here on the banks of Calibogue Sound stand
the white tabby remains of the old Stoddard plantation slave
quarters. Made of a mixture of crushed oyster shells and sand,
these walls have stood for over 200 years, a monument to those
early settlers who first tried to tame the island.
Not far away, on a high point overlooking the sound,
stands the old lighthouse in a picturesque setting of tall oaks
and magnolias.
Now owned by George A. Bostwick of Westbury, Long
Island, the lighthouse has been restored to its original beauty
and is part of the 1,206-acre Haig's Point Plantation.
Two other large tracts owned by development companies
include approximately 740 acres held by the Sea Pines Corporation, and some 519 acres which belong to the Surfside Development Co., of Savannah. These tracts encompass most of the
stretch of deserted beachfront on the Atlantic Ocean.
Located almost in the center of the island is the small tworoom Daufuskie schoolhouse. The white frame structure nestled
beneath tall moss-laden pines seeks to serve the educational
needs of the handful of school children until they reach high
school age. At this time most of them leave the island to live
with friends and relatives on the mainland while attending
high school.
Looking east from the front of the church, Robert and I
discovered a large inland pond covered with aquatic plants and
bordered by giant reeds and plumegrass. As we tried to capture
the beauty of our discovery with cameras, we were both halted
by the sudden splash of afternoon sunlight reflected from the
wings of a dozen wood ducks as they took flight toward the
safety of the deep woods.
The school provided the background setting for a recent
novel, The Water Is Wide, by Pat Comoy who taught at the
school for two years. Comoy was dismissed from the teaching
position by the Beaufort County Board of Education after a
controversial dispute over his teaching methods.
Measured by mainland standards, it's only a couple of
blocks up the road from the school to the aging Union Baptist
Church, another crumbling reminder of a time when the community was thriving. It was easy to imagine the resounding
spirituals echoing through the woods, blending with the pleasant
songs of birds.
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Haig's Point Lighthouse , amid
tall oaks and magnolias overlooking Cali bogue Sound, has
been restored to its nineteenth
century beauty.
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As we traveled the island's paths and dusty roads, it became apparent that the creatures who inhabit this island, both
human and otherwise, were here for one of two reasons: because
they chose the island way of life in preference to the overcrowded cities and suburbs; or because they really had no
choice, having been forced there and stranded by the ever
encroaching wheels of destruction which man naively labels
progress.
Discussing the proposal made a few years ago that a
bridge might be built linking the island with the mainland, we
discerned fear in the eyes of some that the project would bring
an end to the solitude and seclusion which had drawn them to
the island. But for others, the proposal loomed as a godsend,
a dream come true, and they viewed it as the key to freedom
from the ignorance and poverty which enslaves them.
Looking to the south from Haig's Point, we got our first
look at the beach, which stretches white and shining for almost
nine miles. Here, as is true with almost every island, is its heart.
And our hearts beat in unison with it as we raced down the bluff
to meet the sea.
To enter the beach for the first time alone gives one the
feeling of being onstage for the premier performance of a grand
drama which unfolds in slow majestic sequences. Each ebbing
tide is like a curtain going up on the production which is newer
and better than anything which has gone on before. And the
performance is a comedy and tragedy all rolled into one.
white sandpipers march their stiff-legged parade
just out of reach of the surf, bringing a smile of delight to the
visitor's face to watch their clown antics.
But the tragedy is present too. Like a great army defeated
stand the remains of a forest of giant oaks, pines and palmettos
which was unable to withstand the last great onslaught of an
invading wind and sea.
But the real tragedy of this beach is not the work of
nature; it is that of man. This tragedy is visible in the piles of
rusting tin cans, bottles and other debris left over from picnics
of the past. In the springs and summers of recent years, boaters
in increasing numbers have beached their boats to visit the
island and each in tum has left behind the mark of our throwaway society. Little wonder that those who live on the island
greet the visitor with apprehension, since so many, in such a
short time, have done so much to destroy its natural beauty.
Beaches were made for walking. Robert and I understood
this without having to express it, and in silence we walked.
Occasionally we were greeted by a passing gull crying out and
winging its way toward the flat brown sandbars that rise up out
of Calibogue Sound at low tide.
Soon we would leave this place called Daufuskie, but
secretly we both vowed to ourselves that we would return
one day.
For Bill Boyd, Daufuskie is Shangri-La; for Lance Bum
and Hinson White, it is home; but for the visitor, it is that special
kind of place that lays claim to his innermost feelings and bids
him return to be made one with nature.
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The aging Union Baptist Church , once echoing with the spirituals of a thriving community, is another monument to more
prosperous da ys in Daufuskie 's past.
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